Cyclosporin A distribution in cholesterol-sphingomyelin artificial membranes modeled as Langmuir monolayers.
Cyclosporin A (CsA), a hydrophobic peptide, mainly known for its immunosuppressant properties, has shown a broad range of biological activities, including antimalarial action. Since CsA was found to be active on membrane level, it was subjected for investigations involving membrane models. Our former studies on interactions between CsA and different membrane lipids using Langmuir monolayer technique indicated its affinity for sphingomyelin (SM). Inspired by this finding we have extended our experiments on multicomponent systems and performed systematic investigations of CsA behavior towards artificial membranes containing different mutual proportion of sphingomyelin and cholesterol (Chol). Langmuir monolayer results have been complemented with in-situ films structure visualization applying Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) and, after films transfer onto solid support, atomic force microscopy (AFM). Our results show that cyclosporin A introduced to SM:Chol mixed monolayers distributes differently, depending on SM-to-Chol proportion. In raft-mimicking (2:1) stoichiometry, even distribution of the drug within SM:Chol matrix was observed. However, in SM:Chol model membranes of different proportion (3:1; 1:1; 1:2), containing either the excess of unbound sphingomyelin or cholesterol in addition to model lipid raft domains, introduction of CsA induced a phase separation.